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Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Affirmed and
Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

Respondents appeal an opinion and order of the

Administrative Law Judge filed June 15, 2015.  In said

order, the Administrative Law Judge made the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission
has jurisdiction over this claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are
reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the
evidence that he sustained a compensable
injury to his left big toe.
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4. The evidence preponderates that Respondents
were provided notice under Ark. Code Ann. §
11-9-701 (Repl. 2012) of Claimant’s
compensable left big toe injury on
February 14, 2014.

5. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the
evidence that all of the treatment of his
compensable injury that is in evidence,
including his visits to Dr. Lee Vaughn and his
amputation and related treatment by Dr. Martin
Siems et al., was reasonable and necessary.

6. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the
evidence that he is entitled to temporary
total disability benefits from May 29, 2014 to
September 14, 2014.

7. The evidence adduced at the hearing was not
sufficient to determine whether Respondents
are entitled to a proportional offset in an
amount equal to the relative percentage of the
employer’s premium contribution to Claimant’s
long-term disability policy, pursuant to Ark.
Code Ann. § 11-9-411(a) (Repl. 2012). For that
reason, this issue shall be considered
reserved.

We have carefully conducted a de novo review of the

entire record herein and it is our opinion that the

Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by a

preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed.  Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings of fact made by the Administrative Law Judge

are correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission. 

Therefore we affirm and adopt the June 15, 2015

decision of the Administrative Law Judge, including all
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findings and conclusions therein, as the decision of the

Full Commission on appeal. 

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                               
SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

                               
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner

Commissioner McKinney dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

I respectfully dissent from the majority

opinion finding that the claimant proved he sustained a

compensable left toe injury as a result of his work

activities.   

It is undisputed that the claimant is a

diabetic.  Furthermore, the claimant undoubtedly had

objective findings of a fungal infection that allegedly

developed as a result of a blister on his left big toe,

ultimately resulting in the amputation of that toe. 

However, whereas the claimant alleges that the blister

on his left toe resulted from that toe rubbing against

his wet work boot while performing his work activities

for the respondent-employer, the claimant failed to file

an official claim of this injury until July 17, 2014,

which I note was well-after his left toe amputation on
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May 31, 2014.  In fact, the claimant has failed to

produce credible evidence to prove that he even told

anyone that he had injured his left toe on February 13,

2014, as a result of his work-related activities until

he filed a form AR-C.  Moreover, the claimant’s treating

physician, Dr. Vaughan, stated without equivocation in

three different documents contained within the record

that the claimant’s condition was due to “sickness”

rather than from a work-related accident or injury.

In brief summary of this claim, the claimant,

who was the sole witness at the hearing before the

commission on March 13, 2015, testified upon questioning

by the court that he had worked for the respondent-

employer for approximately seven years at the time of

his alleged left toe injury.  According to the claimant,

he started out as a machine operator, then after three

years became a team leader.  The claimant stated that

two years later he became a supervisor and that he

remained in that position up until a company-wide lay-

off on December 31, 2013.  The claimant stated that when

he returned to work for the respondent-employer in

January of 2014, he worked again as a machine operator.  

The claimant testified that in his most recent

position as a machine operator, he worked with hollow

parts that were filled with a machining coolant.  The
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claimant stated that when he “popped” the parts off of

their fixtures, this coolant would “just go everywhere,”

soaking his clothes and boots.  According to the

claimant, he had worked in these conditions for about

three weeks when on February 13, 2014, he felt pain in

his large left toe.  The claimant testified that upon

inspection of his large left toe following his shift, he

discovered that he had developed a pea-sized blister on

that toe.  The claimant further testified that he called

Dr. Vaughan’s office the following morning in order to

schedule an appointment. 

The claimant testified that he was not

required to wear boots to work, but he was wearing a

pair of work boots at the alleged time of his injury

that he had purchased and which were not water

resistant.  The claimant stated that he had worn these

boots for about six months prior to February 2014 and

that they were well “broken in.”  After these boots got

“soaked” and the blister formed, the claimant stated

that he threw them away and ordered a pair of water-

resistant boots in hopes of keeping his feet dry so his

blister could heal.  The claimant testified that he wore

white cotton socks with his boots and that he only wore

his boots to work.  The claimant later clarified that he
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continued to wear his old pair of boots up until such

time as his new boots arrived. 

The claimant testified that he reported his

blister to “the technical assistant on [his] shift,” Roy

Lawrence, the following day, which was February 14,

2014.  The claimant further testified that Mr. Lawrence

was the same thing as a “team leader.”1  The claimant

stated that, having been both a team leader and a

supervisor, he knew and understood that work-related

injuries were to be reported to a technical assistant if

the shift supervisor was not present.  

The claimant testified that he worked the

third shift from 10:30 at night until 6:00 in the

morning.  The claimant offered that his supervisor, Mark

Lee, worked a different shift; one that actually over-

lapped the first and second shifts.  The claimant stated

that he reported his blister again to the first-shift

technical assistant, Jimmy House, who was coming in as

the claimant was leaving.  Conversely, the claimant

claimed to have reported his blister to the second-shift

technical assistant, Anthony Lawson, as the claimant was

coming in to work his shift and Mr. Lawson was leaving.  

1 At some point the respondent-employer had renamed that position from “team leader” to
“technical assistant”.
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All-in-all, the claimant stated that he

reported his blister to three different technical

assistants.  Of the three, the claimant stated that he

felt Mr. House was his “best bet because he was the most

knowledgeable technical assistant.”  In terms of what he

reported to these three technical assistants, the

claimant stated, “I told them that the machining coolant

had soaked through my boots and that I had rubbed a

blister on my toe, that, you know, I needed to do

something about it because I’m diabetic.”  The claimant

testified that when he next saw Mr. House the following

day, Mr. House informed him that he had forwarded

pictures of the claimant’s toe to Mr. Lee that the

claimant had sent to him via his phone.  The claimant

testified that when he finally met with Mr. Lee

approximately two weeks before his toe was amputated, he

asked Mr. Lee if he could move to another position, to

which Lee responded that none were available.  

In terms of medical treatment for his toe, the

record confirms that the claimant first treated with his

family physician, Dr. Vaughan, on February 24, 2014. 

The claimant stated that his toe had become infected by

that point in time, so Dr. Vaughan prescribed him

antibiotics.  The claimant stated that he saw Dr.

Vaughan several times between that date and the last day
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he worked for the respondent-employer, which was on or

about May 18, 2014.  The claimant testified that when

the first antibiotic failed to work, Dr. Vaughan

prescribed him a different antibiotic called Levaquin. 

The claimant stated that by the time of his amputation,

his blisters had increased from one to approximately two

or three.  The claimant further testified that these

blisters had “blown...out” and that his toe was swollen

twice its normal size.  

The claimant testified that he continued to

work up until May 18, 2014, missing only approximately

two days due to his condition.  The claimant testified

that he presented a “doctor’s note” to Aimee Branscum in

HR on the first day that he missed work, which was

sometime in the middle of March.  The claimant stated

that Ms. Branscum refused his offer to show her his

infected toe. 

The claimant agreed that between February 14,

2014 and his first appointment with Dr. Vaughan ten days

later, he treated his toe at home with hydrogen peroxide

and gauze bandages.  The claimant also admitted that he

walked barefoot around his home during that time,

wearing no protective covering on his feet.  I note that

it is well known that an infectious fungi can cling to

the surface of virtually anything, and, left untreated,
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it can spread to others, as is often the case in locker

rooms.2  

The claimant testified that Dr. Marty Siems

performed the amputation of his large left toe after it

“instantly got worse” sometime in May of 2014.  The

claimant’s testimony in this regard is as follows:

The toe just instantly got worse,
like overnight, and it went from one
blister to two or three, swole (sic)
up at least double in size and
that’s what led to my second day of
missing work, was because I could
not get my boot on.

I note that according to FMLA paperwork dated

June 12, 2014, Dr. Siems estimated that the claimant

would be able to return to work on September 14, 2014. 

The administrative law judge, and now he majority, found

that this was sufficient to show that the claimant

reached maximum medical improvement and the end of his

healing period for his large left toe amputation on

September 14, 2014.  This finding was not appealed. 

The claimant affirmed that he has suffered

from Type II diabetes since about 1996 or 1997.  The

claimant further affirmed that he has received medical

2 See, for example, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dermatophytosis 
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treatment in the past for complications caused by this

condition, such as a severe yeast infection in his feet,

otherwise known as athlete’s foot.  The claimant

confirmed that this condition caused ulcerations of his

feet.  

The claimant denied that the respondent-

employer ever offered him a Form AR-N to fill out with

regard to his current claim, but he stated that he

called Aimee Branscum immediately upon his admittance to

the hospital in order to inform her of his situation.  

Upon cross-examination the claimant reaffirmed

that having worked as a supervisor for the respondent-

employer, he was fully aware of his rights with regard

to work-related injuries, and he was knowledgeable of

the proper protocol for reporting those injuries.  When

asked why he failed to request forms to fill out and/or

medical treatment, the claimant responded, “no, sir,

that was something that was their job to take care of.” 

Furthermore, although the claimant confessed that he

understood that company policy with regard to work-

related injuries was to be initially seen by the company

doctor, he agreed that he called his primary care

physician, Dr. Vaughan, for an appointment on the

morning of February 14, 2014, in violation of that

policy.  
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The claimant acknowledged that he did not have

short-term disability benefits through the respondent-

employer, but stated that Ms. Branscum had already

“started the ball rolling, filed a claim, submitted a

form, or something,” for his long-term disability

benefits before he was discharged from the hospital

following his left toe amputation.  The claimant

confirmed that he received long-term disability benefits

beginning in September of 2014, in the amount of $1,400

per month which were suspended for a “couple of months”

thereafter due to an interruption in his health

insurance coverage.  The claimant stated that he began

receiving “Obamacare” in January of 2015.  The claimant

confirmed that the premiums for his long-term disability

benefits were deducted from his paycheck.  

The claimant agreed that Dr. Vaughan had

“signed off” on his short-term disability application,

checking off on a form that his disability was due to

“sickness.”  The record shows that Dr. Vaughan also

checked “no” on the box that asked if the claimant’s

disability arose from his employment.  Rather, Dr.

Vaughan indicated that the claimant’s toe infection was

an illness which was most likely caused by a rash or

fungus rather than a rubbing of the claimant’s toe on a

wet work boot. 
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The claimant agreed that he never had the

coolant analyzed or tested in order to determine whether

it could have caused the type of fungal infection that

caused his condition. 

The medical record in this claim contains two

reports from Dr. Vaughan: one dated February 24, 2014,

and the second dated March 10, 2014.  Dr. Vaughan’s

initial clinic note indicates that the claimant’s left

large toe infection was due to a fungus called Tinea

corporis, or more commonly known as “ringworm.”  Dr.

Vaughan also noted a rash on the claimant’s groin that

he stated was consistent with “candida” or a yeast

infection.  Furthermore, Dr. Vaughan noted that the

claimant’s blood sugar levels had improved since his

last appointment, and he recommended that the claimant

get “waterproof chemical resistant” boots.  However, Dr.

Vaughan failed to specifically  attribute the claimant’s

toe infection to his work-related activities in this

clinic report, he did not take the claimant off of work,

and he did not give the claimant work restrictions.

In his March 10, 2014, clinic note, Dr. Vaughan

noted that a culture of the claimant’s infection showed

beta-hemolytic strep, Group B as the root cause of the

claimant’s infection.  In addition, this report

indicated that both the claimant’s diabetic foot ulcer
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and his groin area rash had improved, with his foot

ulcer appearing “better” and “smaller.”  Dr. Vaughan

further noted that the claimant had gotten new work

boots, which he hoped had been properly fitted.  

Under Arkansas law, it is well-settled that

the claimant has the burden of proving compensability. 

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(E)(I).  Furthermore, the

requirement of proof by a preponderance of the evidence

is never satisfied by mere doubt, conjecture, or

speculation regardless of plausibility.  Dena

Construction v. Herndon, 264 Ark. 791, 575 S.W.2d 155

(1970).  Moreover, the testimony of an interested party

is taken as disputed as a matter of law whether offered

on his own behalf or on the behalf of another interested

party, Knoles v. Salazar, 298 Ark. 281, 766 S.W.2d 613

(1989), and questions concerning the credibility of

witnesses and the weight to be given to their testimony

are within the exclusive province of the Commission.

Powers v. City of Fayetteville, 97 Ark. App 251, 248

S.W.3d 516 (2007).  Furthermore, medical opinions

addressing compensability must be stated within a

reasonable degree of medical certainty.  Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(16)(B). 

According to the claimant, he reported his

foot blister contemporaneously with the appearance of
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that blister to three different technical assistants in

anticipation that at least one would relay this

information to the claimant’s supervisor, who worked a

different shift than the claimant.  Furthermore, the

claimant testified that he stressed the importance of

this condition to each of these individuals due to his

diabetes.  One of the technical assistants allegedly did

report the blister to the supervisor, Mr. Lee, and even

forwarded him photographs.  Mr. Lee, however, supposedly

took no action.  Furthermore, according to the claimant,

when he reported his medical condition to Ms. Branscum

in HR, she, too, appeared disinterested and unconcerned

about the claimant’s potentially serious medical

problem.  Therefore, by the claimant’s account, no

workers’ compensation report of injury was ever filed by

the respondent-employer, and the claimant was eventually

forced to file his own form AR-C, after his amputation. 

I note, however, that the claimant’s testimony reflects

that he only reported to each individual named that he

had a blister on his toe that needed medical attention -

not a blister caused by a work-related injury.      

Frankly, aside from his own self-serving

testimony suggesting that representatives of the

respondent-employer flat-out failed or refused to do

their jobs, I find it highly doubtful that the claimant,
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who as a former team leader and supervisor admittedly

had personal knowledge of the proper procedure for

reporting an injury, made no effort whatsoever to ensure

that a claim of injury was filed until after he had

received the majority of his medical treatment for his

alleged left toe injury. (Emphasis added).  Considering

that the claimant fully understood his workers’

compensation rights, reasonable minds must conclude that

if he had the wherewithal to file a Form AR-C after the

fact, he was cognizant of the fact that he could have

taken action to “start the ball rolling” at the time of

his alleged injury if, that is, he had truly believed

that he had suffered a work-related injury. (Emphasis

added).  In fact, considering the potential life-

threatening complications of this alleged injury due to

his diabetes, I find it extremely unlikely that the

claimant would not have acted as his own advocate in

this matter had he sincerely believed that he had

sustained a work-related injury for which he was

entitled compensation.  Furthermore, Ms. Branscum

apparently wasted no time in assisting the claimant with

his disability paperwork, in that it was she who filled

out all of the forms associated with those benefits for

the claimant while he was still in the hospital.  Ms.

Branscum’s quick response to the claimant’s needs
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contradicts the claimant’s testimony that she appeared

“unconcerned.”  In addition, at no time did Dr. Vaughan

ever report that the claimant had sustained a work-

related injury to his large left toe.  Rather, according

to the scant medical records provided by the claimant,

along with his application for short-term disability

benefits, Dr. Vaughan consistently attributed the

claimant’s condition to “sickness,” specifically

denying, in fact, that the claimant had sustained a

work-related injury.  Yet the administrative law judge,

and now the majority, apparently view Dr. Vaughan’s

recommendation that the claimant get a pair of water-

proof boots as a concrete statement of causation in this

claim.  

In his June 15, 2015, opinion, the

administrative law judge found that the Pearson case is

controlling here.  See, Pearson v. Worksource, 2012 Ark.

406, 424 S.W.3d 311 (2012).  I disagree.  In a nutshell,

in the Pearson case the Arkansas Supreme Court reversed

the Full Commission finding that a worker with Type II

diabetes who was required to walk back and forth across

the yard at a steel plant all day failed to prove that,

as a result of this activity, he developed an ulcer on

his toe which became infected, eventually necessitating

surgery. Id.  The primary issue in Pearson, however, was
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whether the claimant sustained a gradual onset injury or

a specific incident injury.

The Pearson Court reversed the Full Commission

finding that because the claimant testified that his

symptoms developed gradually over the course of the day,

his injury would fall under a gradual onset injury,

which he failed to prove. Id. In reversing the Full

Commission, the Court stated, in part, as follows: “In

sum, there is an obvious, direct correlation in the

instant case between the injury Pearson claimed he

suffered at work (the blister) and the specific incident

that he maintains caused that injury (repeatedly walking

across the field while wearing ill-fitting work-supplied

boots).”  I note that the Court also pointed out that

the Full Commission failed to make a finding on

credibility, yet decided that, based upon the claimant’s

sole testimony, it could not make a finding of a

specific incident injury.  

I find that Pearson, id., is distinguishable

from the present claim for the following reasons. 

First, as stated above, the claimant here failed to make

a timely report of his injury, even though he knew that

his condition could be complicated by his diabetes, and

he admittedly knew and understood the proper procedure

for reporting an injury.  And, even though the claimant
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alleges that he reported his injury to five people at

the time of said injury, he attempted to shift the blame

for not following through with his claim onto those

individuals rather than taking responsibility for his

own failure to exert his rights in this matter after he

allegedly made an initial report of injury.  I seriously

doubt the validity of the claimant’s accusation that the

respondent-employer failed in its obligation to report

an injury in that it is highly unlikely that not even

one out of five people responsible for reporting work-

related injuries followed through in the claimant’s

case.  Furthermore, Ms. Branscum’s swift action in

assisting the claimant with his long–term disability

claim goes directly against his testimony that she

seemed disinterested and unconcerned about his

situation.  Because this type of testimony simply does

not add up, I find that the claimant is not a credible

witness.  

Furthermore, unlike the claimant in Pearson,

id., who had been hired on a temporary basis, the

claimant in the current claim was not wearing a brand

new pair of work-issued boots at the time of his alleged

injury.  Rather, he was wearing a pair of boots that he

had chosen for himself and which were well broken in. 

Furthermore, the claimant had worked in the environment
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which he claims caused his injury for at least three

weeks prior to his alleged injury without incident,

whereas Pearson had only been one day on the job when

his injury occurred.

Moreover, and perhaps most importantly, in the

few documents that the claimant placed into evidence,

the claimant’s primary treating physician, Dr. Vaughan,

repeatedly and consistently reported that the claimant’s

condition was due to an illness and that it was not

work-related.  Nowhere is it found in the record that

any physician opined within a reasonable degree of

medical certainty, or even at all, that the claimant’s

work activities caused his condition.  Rather, the

totality of the evidence in this claim demonstrates that

the claimant had suffered from fungal-related foot

ulcerations due to his diabetic condition prior to his

alleged work-related injury, and that the same fungal

infection he had prior to his alleged injury was present

on his body at the time of his alleged injury.  I note

that the claimant in Pearson had no prior history of

foot problems due to his diabetes. Id.   

The bottom line in this claim is this: the

claimant knew full-well how to make a claim for injury,

yet he failed to do so until after his condition had

become so severe that he had to have his big toe
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amputated.  He then tried to blame his failure to

follow-through on his co-workers without providing any

credible proof to substantiate his claim that they were

derelict in their duty to report.  In fact, the claimant

has presented no credible proof to substantiate that he

reported an injury to anyone until after he filed an AR-

C form some four months subsequent to his alleged

injury, which was also after his surgery.  Rather, the

claimant’s testimony merely reflects that he informed

his co-workers that he had a blister on his big toe that

needed to be seen about due to his diabetes.  Moreover,

the claimant had experienced a prior yeast infection in

the form of a severe case of athlete’s foot before his

alleged toe injury, and a fungal rash was noted on the

claimant’s groin at the time of his initial examination

by Dr. Vaughan on February 24, 2014, suggesting that

claimant’s prior fungal infection had never completely

cleared up.  Moreover, the claimant failed to present

proof that the type of fungal infection that he suffered

in February of 2014 was the result of any chemical or

other work-related substance.  Therefore, reasonable

minds could conclude that the fungal infection that

resulted in the amputation of the claimant’s toe was an

unrelated recurrence of a prior chronic condition.
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Here, the claimant called no witnesses to

corroborate his testimony, nor did he produce any

documentation, i.e., the doctor’s note he allegedly gave

to Ms. Branscum, to substantiate his story.  Therefore,

I find that the claimant’s testimony must be taken as

disputed as a matter of law.  Further, I find that,

without sufficient proof to corroborate his testimony,

there is no merit in the claimant’s testimony that of

the five people to whom he allegedly reported his

injury, not one took action to assist him in filing a

claim.  This conclusion is supported by the record which

shows that the claimant had knowledge of his rights and

he knew how to file a claim, yet he failed to do so

until after his surgery.  Therefore, I find that the

claimant’s excuse that a report of injury was not filed

and a claim opened in this case at the time of his

injury because “that was their job to take care of” is

not only unsubstantiated by the record, but it is

clearly ridiculous.  In addition, the fact that Ms.

Branscum filled out the claimant’s disability paperwork

for him while he was in the hospital tends to disprove

the claimant’s allegation that the five people to whom

he allegedly reported his injury, which included Ms.

Branscum, were somehow negligent - wantonly, willfully,
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or otherwise - in performing their work-related duties.

(Emphasis added).

Moreover, the medical records - what few the

claimant  provided - do not support that the claimant’s

toe condition was the result of an accident or injury. 

Quite the opposite, Dr. Vaughan’s medical reports

consistently show that the claimant’s  condition was the

result of an illness - namely, a fungal infection caused

by diabetes.

Finally, I note that Dr. Vaughan was the only

physician in this claim to discuss the etiology of the

claimant’s condition.  I find that “Works in Coolant

water wading causes boots to fall apart” does not

constitute a medical opinion by Dr. Vaughan stated

within a reasonable degree of medical certainty by any

stretch of the imagination.  Therefore, in order for us

to find that this statement somehow translates into an

opinion of causality requires that we go beyond the

facts in this claim and speculate based on the

plausibility of a finding that the claimant’s condition

was caused by his work activities.  This we cannot do.

Therefore, it is my opinion that the claimant

has not only failed to prove a casual connection between

his wet boots and his toe infection, but he has also
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failed to prove that his toe infection resulted from any

type of work activity whatsoever. 

Even if he had proved that his work activities

caused his toe infection, a finding with which I

disagree, the claimant knew the proper procedure for

filing a report of injury, yet he failed to follow

through with that procedure.  Furthermore, the claimant

has offered no credible proof that he informed anyone of

anything other than he suffered from a blister on his

toe.  Therefore, I find that the respondents should not

be liable for any medical treatment or temporary total

disability benefits up until the time that he filed an

AR-C form in July of 2014.  Further, I find that

although the claimant was ambiguous in his testimony

concerning long-term disability benefits furnished by

the respondent-employer, this does not alter that fact

that the respondents are entitled to a proportional

offset in an amount equal to the relative percentage of

the employer’s premium contribution to the claimant’s

long-term disability policy pursuant to Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-411(a).  Clearly, this is a number that could have

been determined after the hearing. 

Accordingly, I must respectfully dissent from

the majority opinion finding that the claimant proved

compensability of his toe injury, that the respondents
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were provided notice of the claimant’s injury on

February 14, 2014 in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-

9-701 (Repl. 2012), and that the respondents are not

entitled to an offset pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

411 (a).

                               
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner


